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Although in a historical context Spain and Portugal have spawned many notable botanists, much 
of the basic floristic work on its rich and varied vegetation was undertaken by foreigners. The Swiss 
botanist Piem Edmond Boissier (1 81&85) cut his botanical teeth in the Iberian Peninsula during 
the 1830s with rnajor contributions to the knowledge ofthe Spanish flora, such as Voyage botanique 
dans le midi de llEspagne (1837), before devoting the rest of his life to the othcr end of the 
Mediterranean and his Flora Orientalir (1 867-88). The first attempt at a relatively comprehensive 
flora of the Iberian Peninsula, Moriz Willkomm & J. M. C. Lange's Prodromusflorae Hispanicae 
(1 86 1-80; also Willkomm's Illustrationesflorae HLÍponicae. 1881-92), which despite the title, also 
includes Portugal. was the work of a Gennan and aDanish botanist. Similarly, as far asmajor classical 
referencelresearch collections are concemed, with the notable exception of the Willkomm herbarium 
at Coirnbra, Portugal, Iberian botanical institutes are not as rich as many European countries such 
as France or Italy. 

However, the wheel of history has tumed significantly and the present day situation is completely 
different from the past. Today the Spanish botmical rommunity is one ofthe mos? active ar?d vibrant 
in al1 ofEurope; whole-plant taxonomy is alive and extnmely well! How many countries throughout 
the world can say that in the 1990s? [Ed. note: For recenf other Spanish regional floras or taxonomic 
works see, e.g., Taxon 36: 548,37: 220,38: 74,78,454,459,471,39: 273,482,653.40: 17&172, 
373,544,547,548,550,715,41: 181, 189,401,649.42: 296,3 10,941,43: 528,696,707,708,714, 
44: 303, and also entries for Blancoana. Collectanea botanica, Fontqueria, Lactarius. Rbasgodaya. 
and Ruuia in "Notices" below or in previous issues of Taxon.] At the con of this renaissance is the 
Flora Iberica Project; it covers al1 of Spain, including the Balearic Islands, Andorra, and mainland 
Pomgal. The first volume was published in 1986; there was a small hiccup before vol. 2 appeared 
in 1990; in 1993 volumes 3 and 4 debuted almost simultaneously. It does not take long for the general 
reader, even if not Spanish-literate, to appreciate that this is one of the major floras of the 1990s and 
a fundamental source of information for botany in westem Europe and the Meditemean. For a 
Pomguese botanist whose basic floras are Pereira Coutinho's Flora de Portugal (1939), Goncalo 
Sampaio's Flora Portuguesa (1946), and Arnml Franco's incomplete Nova flora de Portugal 
(197&), the last mainly based on information in Flora Europaea, FIora Iberica completely replaces 
these earlier floras and becomes the standard flora for Portugal. 

In format and contenf Flora Iberica clearly owes some debt to such worthy predecessors as the 
Edinburgh-edited Flora ofTurkey (1 0 vols., 1965-88; for review see R. Schrnid. Taxon 48: 245) and 
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the Kew-edited Flora of Cyprus (2 vols., 1977, 1985; for reviews see F. A. Stafleu, Taxon 27: 
277-278, 35: 44-49). From them, it differs in being much more profusely illustrated, in giving 
vemacular names, in containing voluminous appendices. and in not citing herbarium specimens 
(except those fiom which the icones were drawn). Intemal distributions are indicated by abbreviations 
of the 61 local districts or provinces in Spain and Portugal. 

The contents of volume 3 and 4, totaling about 1500 pages, were originally to appear in a single 
volume, but due to the sheer bulk of text and figures this proved to be impractical. Mainly because 
ofthis, three identical appendices on author, serial, and bookabbreviations involving about 1 10 pages 
are in both volumes [Ed. note: Similar appendices appear in vols. 1-2.1 The largest families treated 
are Plumbaginaceae (split between vols. 2-3), Crucl@rae. and Cistaceae. The sequence of the 
fmllics is, with some modifications, that of G. L. Stebbins's Floweringplants: Evolution above the 
species leve1 (1974). For those raised on Bentham & Hooker or Engler, it comes as a shock to find 
a dust jacket indicating for volume 3 "Plumbaginaceae (partim)-Capparaceae " or the Ericaceae 
following after Resedaceae. Paeoniaceae after Plumbaginaceae. andSalicaceae after Cucurbitaceae. 
By far the largest genus in the two volumes, with 107 species (39 illustrated), is Limonium done by 
M. Erben of Munich! This total compares with the circa 42 species recognized in Flora Europaea 
(vol. 3, 1972) for the same area; 53 of the species in Flora Iberica bear, in one way or another, the 
name Erben as author; Erben considered no fewer than 87 species as endemic to the area. The Cruci- 
firae have 74 genera and 246 species. These totals compare with the 86 genera and circa 454 species 
recognized in Flora of Turkey (vol. 9,1965). The overall greater diversity ofthe family in the eastem 
Mediterranean is apparent in many genera. For example, Aethionema has 30 species in Turkey, 4 
in the Iberian area; Isatis 26 vs. 2; Alyssum 89 vs. 14; Thlaspi 25 vs. 8. Two of the few exceptions 
are Biscutella with 9 in Flora Iberica and 1 in Turkey, and Iberis. with 15 vs. 7. In Brassiceae also, 
master-minded by C. Goméz-Campo ofMadrid, there is an overall ncher development at the westem 
end of the Mediterranean, including northwestem Afnca, than in the east. In Brassica there is 
apparently remarkable variation in some species. In the rather widespread B. repanda no fewer than 
11 subspecies are recognized in Spain and Portugal, 9 of them regarded as endemic. 

The two volumes contain a marvelous total of 341 full-page B&W illusirations of whole plants 
and their parts. Only a small percentage of the plates ment less than a4- or 5-star rating. Eugeni Sierra 
RAfols of Barcelona did al1 of the drawings, including hose  in volumes 1 and 2. His immense 
contribution deserves special recognition. He is a botanical illustrator of the first rank. 

All told the two volumes have 59 contributon: 44 Spanish, 3 Portuguese, 12 from other, mainly 
European, counbies. The 3 Portuguese contributions were al1 6om Coimbra. It is to be hoped that 
in future volumes the Portuguese input will be larger and more diverse. 

Even though several editors were responsible for the familics covered, the end-result is balanced 
and a tribute to al1 concemed in this time-consuming aspect of flora writing. Although this is in no 
way a one-institute o ra  one-person flora, the team at the Real Jardfn Botánico in Madrid clearly has 
the logistics cf writing a 7000-species flon ;ve]! under control. 

After these encomia, what of criticisms? Inevitably, in awork of this magnitude not everyone will 
be satisfied with particular treatments of genera or species. Would, for example, a non-specialist on 
Limonium. had she or he been given the admittedly daunting task of writing thc account, have recog- 
nized as many as 107 taxa at specific rank? It is also unlikely that a northem or central European 
salicologist would agree with al1 aspects of P. Blanco's account of Salix. However, in this case the 
treatment appears to be conservative with helpful keys and practica1 complementary illustrations. 
In Crucijkrae, not everybody will be convinced of the validity of recognizing Hormathophylla as 
distinct from Alyssum. the reduction of Neslia apiculata to subspecific rank, or indeed, as already 
hinted, the fonnal recognition of so many subspecies in Brassica repanda. But in these particular 
examples.personal opinion plays a role. 

In the not too distant past a cnticism could have been made of many Spanish and Pomguese 
taxonomists that they were too insular [Ed. note: and peninsular] in their work. There was a greater 
desire to recognize local "endemic" taxa than to consider how a plant behaved throughout its total 
range. Though this is a less valid complaint as evidenced by these two volumes, traces of provincial- 
ism still do exist. For example, many accounts recognize a large number of subspecific taxa, with 
probably most being considered endemic. Although there is no doubt about the multiplicity ofhabitats 
and environments in the Iberian Peninsula and consequent great morphological variation, one is oílen 
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left questioning whether this polymorphism should so often be described at subspecific rank. Varietal 
rank, or an informal discussion in "observaciónes" might be a better approach in many cases. 

The now nch collections at the several major Spanish herbaria have clearly been much used, but 
the Pomguese collections were not consulted as often as they should have been. Coimbra (COI) is 
the main participating Pomguese institution, but there are also rich herbarium collections in Lisbon. 
Moreover, the classical Willkomm herbarium at COI seems to have been seldom studied, although 
here the absence of a microfiche and the policy of not sending material on loan are limiting facton. 

The Flora Iberica Project is now nearing the half-way stage, a total of 1 1 volumes being planned. 
There seems no reason why its excellent momentum should not bemaintained, butthe editorial board 
will have to consider various ways to slim down future volumes. The present average of about 1.5 
pages per species certainly should not be exceeded. Even in the (few) best-organized floras, there 
is always a very real danger that as the flora progresses, standards start slipping and the editorial knife 
is wielded less firmly. Dealing with the appendices in amore abbreviated manner is clearly essential: 
220 pages in these two volumes is decidedly excessive [Ed. note: 1 lamented similarly in Taxon 39: 
646, also noting needless duplication of h n t  maner as the key to al1 families in the flora. In 
retrospect, a single volume commencing the flora (perhaps revised at its conclusion) with such 
common material to the flora would have reduced its bulk considerably.] One arnendment in format 
that seems to merit consideration concems the citations of "Ind. loc." Presently this reproduces 
literally, in quotation marks, merely the original citation of the type (if such exists). Yet in many 
instances information about the type of the species (e.g., holotype, lectotype, neotype, destroyed, 
not traced, etc.) could often readily be given together with its location. Although clearly this could 
only be done in a rather limited number of cases, it would be better to give it for some than none. 
It would add to the botanical value of the flora and take up lidie space. 

The quality of printing, the format, and the binding are excellent. This is a very impressive, yet 
user-friendly flora. Enhorabuena!! - Fátima Sales, COI, E, & Ian C. Hedge, E 


